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communicative
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culture

American Heritage

1. The totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, ins-
titutions, and all other products of human work and thought.

2. Intellectual and artistic activity,and the works produced by it. 

“A friend of mine who taught English at Keio University in Tokyo asked me to stand in for
him. Keio is the oldest of its kind in Japan and at first sight suggests architecturally a college at
Oxford or Cambridge. Founded by Yukichi Fukuzawa one of the Japanese to advocate the teaching
of foreign languages. Born in 1835 under the Shogunate he began to learn Dutch in 1854 but chan-
ged into English as a more practical language. He persevered and in 1871 the main building was
built. This university believes in the importance of languages. The Japanese do not feel it neces-
sary to speak to the few foreigners that come to Japan so their skills at conversation are null. They
have a high interest in literature though but not the language itself. The Japanese boy is determi-
ned to learn and with that power of memorizing, intelligently applied, could achieve anything, but
he cannot expect to excell if so many subjects are ground into his head before he is twenty. They
learn a language by heart and are incapable of dealing with the problem in a different way than
the one already memorised” A Japanese Omelette A British Writer´s
Impressions on the Japanese Empire
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background assumptions

the source, the recei-
ver, the message and the channel
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I am a cat

I am a cat
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